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1 Introduction 

Recently there has been a growing interest in finite multiple zeta values (FMZVs) 
and symmetric multiple zeta values (SMZVs). Kaneko and Zagier [7] conjectured 
that there is a certain correspondence between them and as supporting evidence 

many relations of the same form were found such as sum formulas, Ohno-type 
relations and so on (see, for example, [4, 12, 15, 16]). One of the main interests 
may be the reason of this correspondence. However we do not have a complete 
answer to this question yet. There is a trial to explain from the viewpoint 

of q-zeta functions: they recover FMZVs and SMZVs when q goes to 1 in an 

~lgebrnic se°:se and ~n analytic s~n~~ respectively. [l]. 1;:he pu:pos_e of t~is ar~i?le 
is to try to give another reason of this correspondence from the viewpoint of the 

theory of polytopes. First, we define FMZVs associated with polytopes and give 
their values in terms of a generalization of Ehrhart polynomials and Bernoulli 
polynomials. Secondly, we construct unified multiple zeta functions (UMZFs) 
from the integral representation of FMZVs by changing the start point of integral 
and observe that special values of UMZFs recover FMZVs, and that UMZFs can 
be regarded as an interpolation of SMZVs. Furthermore we see that classical 
Ehrhart-Macdonald reciprocity means the relation between multiple zeta values 
(MZVs) and multiple zeta-star values (MZSVs). 

Let A = (ITPZ/pz) /（金事）, where p runs over all primes and 

Zs=Z/（く(2)Z),where Z =区Kぶ(k)be the Q-span of MZVs ((k). Then it 
is known that A and Zs are Q-algebras. For k1,..., kr E Z::,.1, kr 2 2, FMZVs 
and SMZVs are defined respectively by 

(A(k1,..., kr) =（伽(k1,...,kr) mod p) P E A, (1.1) 

(s(k1,..., kr) = (s(k1,..., kr) mod (((2)) E Zs, (1.2) 

*This work was supported by Japan Society for the Promotion of Science, Grant-in-Aid 
for Scientific Research (C) 21K03189. 
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where 

(N(k1,...,kr)＝区 1 
~ E (Q), (1.3) 

〇＜叫<…<nr<N
叫...応

r 

(s(k1,... ,kr) = L（ー1)い＋・・・十尺＊（k1,..., kぷ＊（kr,..., ki+1) E 恥 （1.4) 
i=O 

andぐ(k1,...,kr) denotes the harmonic regularized value. 
To see what is generalized in this article, we review the previous work [11]. 

It is well known that the ordinary multiple zeta function defined by 

く(s1,...,sr)= こ
1 

n S1 

O<n1 <・・・<nr 
1 ・ • •叫r

(1.5) 

is analytically continued to a meromorphic function on er with singularities on 
infinitely many hyperplanes when r ~ 2. However the natural interpolation of 

(s(k1,..., kr) defined by 

如(s1,. . . , sr) = 翌-l)出＋1＋・・・十Srく(s1,. . . , sぷ (sr,・ ・ ・ , si+1) (1.6) 

with (-1)8 = e1ris has the following remarkable properties. 

Theorem 1 ([11]). (u(s1,..., sr) is entire. For k1,..., kr E Z:;;,1, 

如(k1,...,k,,.)＝くs(k1,...,k,,.) 

如(k1,...,k,,.)三く5(k1,...,k,,.) (mod 1riZ[1ri]) 

(k1,..., kr ~ 2), 

（ヨki= 1). 

From the above theorem and the fact that (u (k1,..., kr) E Z回 for(k1,...ぶ） E 

zr shown in [14], it is natural to define SMZVs on whole integers by the special 
values of (u(s1,...,sr), that is, 

くs(k1,...,kr) := (u(k1,..., kr) mod 1riZ[1ri] (1.7) 

for (k1,..., kr) E Z見

Since FMZVs are naturally defined on nonpositive integers, we are led to 
compare them. 

Theorem 2 ([11]). For k1,...,kr E陀 O,
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((k1,...,kr)=J (0,..., 0)), 

((k1,...,kr) = (0,...,0)). 

((k1,..., kr)ヂ(0,...,0)), 

((k1,...,kr) = (0,...,0)). 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 

Furthermore their values on other integers were also shown to coincide in 
the double zeta cases. 
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Theorem 3 ([11]). For k1 E応 andk2 E恥 O,

(s(K1, K叫＝ ｛［一1)1-K1-K2(1-K2) Bl kl k2 
1 -k1 -k2 / 1 -k2 

mod 7riZ[7ri] 

は(K1,K叫＝｛（［：：1）1-K1-K2 (1 -1 k1 K2 K2)乃＿Kl k2松 modp),

(k1 > -k2 + 1), 

(k1：：：：：一松＋ 1).

(1.10) 

(k1 > -k2 + 1), 

(k1：：：：：―k2 + 1). 

(1.11) 

Finally it was shown that the behavior on the whole region is reduced to 
that on the positive region. 

Theorem 4 ([14]). Under the Kaneko-Zagier conjecture, one to one correspon-
dence between (s (k) and〈A(k) holds for all indices k E zr. 

To realize FMZVs and SMZVs in a function, we introduced UMZF of them, 
which is a further generalization of (u (s1,..., Sr). For s1,..., Sr, t, t1, t2 E C 
with sufficiently large況s1,...，況Srand 況t爾t1〗妬く 1, we define 

く(s1,...,Sr; t)＝区 1 

O<n1<··•<nr 
(n1 -t)s1...(巧-t)的'

如 1,...,sr;ti,t叫＝区(-1)む＋1＋…+Srく(s1,...,si;tぷ(sr,・・・,si+l;む）．
i=O 

(1.12) 

Theorem 5 ([11]). (a(s1,..., sr; t1，わ） isholomoryhic for s1,..., Sr E C and 

ti, t2 EC¥ Z~1 ・

We describeふ(k1,...,kr) and (s(k1,..., kr) in terms of切(s1,...,sr;tいわ）．
Here we set ti = 0 and explain the roles of the variables tいわ inthe last section. 
Fort EC¥ Z~1, we abbreviate 

匂(S1,...,Sr; t)：＝切(s1,...,Sr; 0, t) 
T 

= 1=(-1）出＋1＋…+Srく(s1,...,sぷ(sr,...,Si+1; t). 
(1.13) 

i=O 

Theorem 6 ([11]). Let翫 <0or s j = 0 for j = l,..., r. For N E Z::, 1, 

如 1,...,Sri N) := liI_I); ([j(s1,..., Sri N -1:) converges and 
€• O 

(1.14) 

切(K1,．．．，Kr;N)＝｛ぶ（K1,．．．，Kr)
如(k1,...,kr) 

(NE互1,k1,..., kr E Z~o), 

(N=O, k1,---,krEZ). 

(1.15) 
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Theorem 7 ([11]). For k1,..., k,,. E Z, 

幻(k1,...,kサ＝ （＜a(-kiP)'...'-k炉；p)mod p),,,, 
p 

(s (k1,..., k,,.)＝切(k1,...,k,,.; 0) mod面Z［叫

砂 ＝｛P -1-K （K > O)， 
-k (k :S 0). 

(1.16) 

Thus we unified all multiple zeta values し(• E {0, A, S}) by (a-As noted 
below Theorem 1, FMZVs are defined naturally on the whole integers while the 
existence of the corresponding SMZVs are unclear. A hint for the construction 
of SMZVs or UMZFs may be the following expression derived via the integral 
expression 

岱 (sぃ砂） ＝〈（sぃ砂）―く(sぷ＊（s2;N)＋ぐ(s2,s1;N), (1.17) 

where (*(s1,..., sn; N) is the Hurwitz zeta-star function defined by 

ぐ(s1,...,sr; a) =区 1 

(a+n1)81 ・・・(a+nr)sr・ 
(1.18) 

0'.on1<…'.onr 

The form (1.17) strongly suggests that of the corresponding SMZVs. In the next 
sections, we will indeed construct SMZVs and UMZFs via the integral expression 
of FMZVs associated with polytopes. 

Remark. The cases• E {A,S} can also be described by (a [11]. 

2 Polytopes 

Let PC町 bea convex polytope, which is defined as the bounded intersection 
of finite half-spaces. P is called a lattice polytope if all vertices are on zr. P is 

called a simple polytope if each vertex is the intersection of uniquer hyperplanes. 
Let {Fi} be the set of all facets of P, that is, (r -1) dimensional faces, and 

附 bethe inward-pointing primitive integral normal vector of the facet Fi. For 

a vertex V of P, let Gv = zr I EI注::ivZui be a finite abelian group. Then a 
simple lattice polytope P is a Delzant polytope if Gv = {O} for every vertex v 
of P. 

Fix a simple lattice polytope P defined as the intersection of d half-spaces: 

P=  {x EV  I（糾，x)＋入i2 0, 1 ~ i ~ d}, （入＝ （ふ，．．．，心））．（2.1)

For each vertex v, there are uniquer facets and let Uv :={妬 |Fi3 v} be the 
set of all normal vectors of the facet Fi containing v, Ev := { e~'I Fiう v},the 
set of their dual basis. that is Uj , （叫，e;j)＝妬．

We define associated polytope P(t) with Pas 

P(t) = {x EV  I（叫，x)+ ti 2 0, 1 ~ i ~ d}, (t =(ti,...，切））．（2.2)
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Then P（入） ＝P and if t is in a neighborhood of入， P(t)is indeed a polytope. 
Note that each vertex v(t) of P(t) is naturally analytically continued int because 
it is determined by several linear equations of the form 

(ui,x) +ti= 0. (2.3) 

We note that the faces v(t), Fi(t) are dependent on t while Gv(t),Uv(t), Ev(t), etc. 
are independent oft and coincide with Gv,仏ふ， etc.of the original polytope 
P. 

3 Generalized Faulhaber's formula 

Fix a simple lattice polytope P. For z = (z1,..., zq) E Cq, k = (k1,..., kq) E 

認。， a=(a1,...,aq) E cq, B = (bjk)｝塁~ E e,qxr, t E Cd and R = P or P゚
(interior of P), we define 

q 

S(k;R;a,B)= L IT(aj+b氾 1+ ・・・ +bげ巧）kJ (3.1) 
(n,,...,nr)ERj=l 

and 

-z(Bv(t)+a) 
F(z;t;P;a,B) =区 e

1 
|G』と ~'(3.2)

gEGv eEC。(v:vertex 

-z(Bv(t)+a) 

F(z;t;P0;a,B) = (-lr v:~ex ~叶〉
1 

gEGv 
ITeEEv (1 -e21ri(g,e)ezBe). 

(3.3) 

Theorem and Definition 8. 

00 00 k1 
Z1 

kq 
Zq 

F(z;t;R,a,B) = L ・ ·•L Q(k1,...,kq;t;R;a,B)~··· 一 (3.4)
k廿 k砂・

k1=0 kq=O 

Moreover Q(k1,..., kq; t; R; a, B) is a polynomial of degree at most k叶・・・十似＋r
in t and all coefficients are rational if a and B are rational. 

Theorem 9 (Generalized Faulhaber's formula). If P(t) is a lattice polytope, 

S(k; R(t); a, B) =（几—l)k;)Q(k1,...,kq;t;R;a,B) EC[t]. (3.5) 

Remark. Although we can treat the factor of the form e2が(μ団1+…+μ叫） inthe 

definition of S(k; R; a, B), we omit it here for simplicity. 

We explain that the polynomials Q are a generalization of Bernoulli polyno-

mials and Ehrhart polynomials. To this end, fort E Z~1, let L(R, t) = ltRnZrl, 
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that is, the number of integer points contained in R. Then it is known that 
L(R, t) is a polynomial in t and is called the Ehrhart polynomial. Further-
more L(P0, t) and L(P, t) have the following simple relation, which is called the 
Ehrhart-Macdonald reciprocity. 

Theorem 10 (Ehrhart-Macdonald reciprocity). 

L(P0, t) = (-lr L(P, -t). (3.6) 

The following example illustrates the meaning of the Ehrhart polynomials 
and the Ehrhart-Macdonald reciprocity. 

Example 1. P = [O, 1]2. Then L(P0, t) = (t -1)叫L(P,t) = (t + 1)乞

Thus the Ehrhart polynomials correspond to the special cases of the Faul-

haber formulas for L(R, t) = S(O; tR; *), where either a or B does not affect 
this polynomial because k = 0. 

The Ehrhart-Macdonald reciprocity is generalized as follows in terms of 
generating function. 

Theorem 11 (Ehrhart-Macdonald reciprocity for generating function). 

F(z; t; P0; a, B) = (-1r F(-z; -t; P; -a, B). (3. 7) 

Remark. Certain special cases of the above polynomials Q were introduced and 
studied in a different approach in [3]. 

3.1 Example 

We give an example of double FMZVs and observe that the Ehrhart-Macdonald 
reciprocity describes the relation between FMZVs and FMZSVs. 

In this case, we have a= (0, 0), B = h, P(t) = {(x, y) I 0さX ::; y ::; t}. If 
tE互1,then 

(t(-k1,―朽）＝区 n1k1凸＝区 n1k1n炉
O<n1 <n2<t (n心）EP0(t) (3.8) 

=(-1)柘十k2Q(k1, k2; t). 

We see that P is a Delzant simplex, that is, Gv = {O}. Thus the generating 
function is simplified and given by 

e(-z,v(t)) 
F(z;t;P0;a,B) = (-lr ど

v:;;tex I1eE£。(1-e(z,e)) 

e-tz, -tz2 e―tz2 1 
＝ ＋ ＋ 

(1 -e-z1)(1 -e-z1 -z2)'(1ーが1)(1-e-z2)'(1-e幻＋z2)(l-e翌）．
(3.9) 
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For FMZSVs, if k1, k2 ~ 1, 

叩—k1,-k叫＝区 n1k1n炉＝区 n1k,n炉
O<n心n2:ot O:on1:on2:ot 

L n凸n炉
(3.10) 

(nぃ匹）EP(t)

is obtained by the Ehrhart-Macdonald reciprocity. 

4 FMZ(S)Vs to UMZFs 

In this section, we construct (3.3) directly in the case of double MZVs and 
explain how to create the corresponding UMZF. This method can be applied to 
the general cases with some knowledges of polytopes and yields (3.3). 

By use of the integral expression 

we have 

」= 1 JOO e―zzs-ldz, 
n8 r(s) 。

1 1 OO OO 
`2<N  n八 2S2=rrJ=1,2叫）［ ［印―1オ―1dz1dz2

= 1 「JOOZ釘ーlz?-1
叫，2叫）。。

~2-'dz1dz2 

(4.1) 

x(~—Z1-2z2 e―Z1-Nz2 e-Nz1-Nz2 
＋ (l -e-Z1-Z2)（1 -e-Z2)―(1 -e-Z1)（1 -e-Z2) （1 -e-Z1)（1 -e-Z1-Z2)), 

which gives the expression (1.17). If we replace the interval (0, oo) with the 
Hankel contour Hand set s1, s2 E Z印， wehave 

こ
1 1 

0<nlく四<Nn戸 nが2= I1]＝1,2叫）（e2ms3-1) [引|＝€[硲|=<zfl -1ず―1dz1dz2

x (e-Nz1-Nz2 /1-Nz2 /1-2z2 
＋ (1 -e-Z1)（1 -e-Z1-Z2)―(1 -e-Z1)(1 -e-Z2) （1 -e-Z1 -Z2)（1 -e-Z2))， 

(4.2) 

and we see that this gives FMZVs. Thus the integrand of the above leads to the 
generating function of polynomials Q. 

To obtain the corresponding UMZF, we have only to compare (1.17) and the 
double case of (1.13) and note that (4.2) does not depend on the end point or 
the start point of the Hankel contour as long as they coincide. Hence arbitrary 
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choice seems possible, one of which leads us to the definition 

(a(s1,s2;t) = (-1)81+82く(s2,s1; t) + (-1)82く(s1)((s2;t)＋く(s1,s2)

= 1 [(X) ［CXJ e-tz1-tz2 Z81-1 s2-1 

r(s直 (s叫 o o (1 -e-Z1)（1 -e-Z1→2) 1 
z?-'dz1dz2 

_ l 「J-(X) e―Z1 -tz2 Z釘ーlz砂ー1
r(s渭 (s叫 0 }0 (1 -e→1)（1-e-Z2) 1 2 

dz1dz2 

+ 1 「JOO e→1-2z2 Z81-1 s2-1 
r(s1江(s叫 o Jo (1 -e-z,→2)(l-e-z2) 

1 Z2 dzldz2• 

(4.3) 

It should be emphasized that this heuristic construction is justified only after 

the proof that this function recovers FMZVs. 
In the following, we apply the above procedure to general cases. Assume 

昭bjk2: 0,況aj> 0. For simplicity, we assume P is Delzant. Then for k Eび~o, 

S(-k; R; a, B) 

＝ ］鳳）（e2ms3-1) ［冥vvごex"-(z;B-V(：）-＋こ且がJ―ldZjls=-k 

eEE。
(4.4) 

Fix a vertex v and we choose the direction of the end and start point of 
the integral for the vertex so that the integral converges, that is, the integrand 
decreases rapidly in the chosen direction. Let c1,...,cq E {-1,1} and put 

C = diag(c1,...,cq)-Let E = (e)eE£。wheree is regarded as a column vector. 
Let 

く(s;a, B) := >] 
n四＋bj1n1+ ・ ・ ・ + bj叫）―Sj• (4.5) 

(n1,---,nr)EZ;。j=l

Theorem 12. We have 

1 rc100 rcqoo e―z(Bv(t)+a) 

r(s1)..．r(％） 1・・ • 1 rreECV (1 -e-zBe)オ―1...ず―1dz1・ ・ ・ dzq 

= (-l)LEt:v decfl... c:qく(s;C(a + B(v(t) -Ed)), GEED), (4.6) 

if there exists c1,..., Cq E { -1, 1} such that for all e E Ev, 

扮CBeE(（股::::o)qu（良:':::0)り＼｛O} and 扮C(a+B(v(t)-Ed))E（良＞o)q.(4.7) 

Here D = diag((-1砂）， d= (de)eEev is a column vector with de= 0 if昭CBeE
（応o)q¥ {O} and de = 1 otherwise. 
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Assume that there exists Cv introduced above for each vertex v. Then we 
define 

切(s;t; P, a, B) 

= L (-1)~eEev 出，ec応...C勾 (s心 (a+B(v(t)-E叫））ぶBEv几）．
v:vertex 

(4.8) 

Although that ([j(s; t; P, a, B) depends on the choice of Cv, their special 
values on nonpositive integers recover FMZVs in any cases. 

Theorem 13. Assume P(N) is a lattice polytope. Then we have 

Hrn, ・ ・ ・. Hrn, ([j(s;t;P,a,B)I = S(k;P(N);a,B). (4.9) 
s1→-k1 Sq→-kq 

t=N 

The proof consists of the following argument: each lim紅→一ki・ ・ -limsq→-kq ((s; a, B) 
is described by iterated residues [8, 9] and after the summation ~v:vertex'the 
iterated residues become the ordinary residues and coincide with the values for 
FMZVs. 

However the holomorphy of (a(s; t; P, a, B) does not hold necessarilly. 
We give an example of Mordell-Tornheim type, which is defined in [6] by 

＜ 
1 

A,MT(k1, k2; k砂＝（n1ど。 n↑崎(m＋四）-,;;)p. (4.10) 

n1+n2<p 

The corresponding SMZVs with q-analogues are given in [2]. In [13], A, S-
generalizations are studied and in [5], U-generalization is introduced. 

To realize the double Mordell-Tornheim MZVs in our framework, we set 

a= (0, 0), B = G『） andP(t) = {(x, y) I x, y ~ 0, x + y :St}. Then 
1 1 

こ心心(n1+ n2l3＝ L nやn炉(n1+ n2炉 （4.11) 
n1,n2>□. (n1,n2)EP0(t) 
n1+n2<t 

and (3.3) reads 

e 
-zBv(t) 

F(z;t;P0;a,B) = (-lr ど rr (1 -ezBe v:vertex eEC。)
1 e-tz1 -tz3 

= (1 -eZ1+Z3)(1-e吟十Z3)+ (1 -e-Z1+Z2)（1 -e-Zl-Z3) 

e -tz2-tza 
＋ (1 -eZ1-Z2)(1 -e-Z2-Z3)' 

(4.12) 
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which gives one of the UMZFs as 

Cu,MT(s1, s2; s3; t) =〈MT(s1,s2; s3) + (-1)釘＋穴MT(s2,Sぶ釘； t)

+(-1)翌十穴MT(s1,sぶ的； t),

where 

(4.13) 

00 

(MT(s1, S2⑲3;t) = L 1 

nf1(n2 -t)82(n1 +四— t)S3 ° 

(4.14) 
n1,n2=l 

This UMZF with t = 0 reduces to that in [5] up to factor (-1)士s史

5 Reciprocity, Kontsevich's order and negative 

values 

In this last section, we explain the role of t1, t2 in the definition (1.12) of 
匂(s1,...,sr;t1，わ）． Let--< denotes Kontsevich's order defined on Z ¥ {O}: 

(0) --< 1 --< 2 --< ・ ・ ・→く (oo= -oo)一＜・・・一<-2--< -1--< (0). (5.1) 

Then we have the following in the sense of Theorem 6 and 7 (for the detail, see 
[11]): 
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(t1 = 0, t2 = 0), 

(t1 = 0, t2 =NE互），

(t1 = 0, t2 = oo). 

(5.2) 
From this observation, we see that -t1 and t2 are the extreme points of the 
sum. 

By the Ehrhart-Macdonald reciprocity, we can show that 

区 的・・・nが， （ifM<N) ((), 

切(-K1,．．．，-Kr;-M, N) ＝ ｛：-<1]lr< ＜nr； 心・・・心， （if M ミN) （ぐ），

N<:::nr'o•べnべM

(5.3) 
which adds the following to the list (5.2) 

区
1 

k1 k‘‘=”(-1)r(;,(kr,..., k1) (t1 =-NE Z~1, t2 = 0). 
-t1ぺn1ぺ…-<nr-<t2n1'・ ・ ・n戸

(5.4) 
The reason why (a(s1,..., s2; ti, t叫describesboth 

FMZVs and FMZSVs, is well understood by Kontse-
vich's order. To explain this phenomenon, we consider 
the dep = 1 case for simplicity. 

N 
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Since the sum of砧 overall integers except O is 

(s(-k) = L尼＝羞，o (5.5) 
0--<n--<0 

we see that for f E Z[t] with f (O) = 0, 

z: J(n) = o, (5.6) 
0-<n：：：〇

which can be regarded as a discrete analogue of Cauchy's integral theorem: 

L f(z)dz = 0. 
C 

(5.7) 

The equation (5.6) implies 

L J(n)＝ー L J(n), (5.8) 
M-<n-<N N勺パM

that is, the upper extreme point is also the lower extreme point, and vice versa. 
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